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Communicated by the Editors 
The asymptotic minimax theorem of LeCam and Hajek is refined by inclusion of 
terms of order K”~. This renders more precise informations about the local proper- 
ties of superetlicient estimator-sequences. K-1 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE RESULTS 
Let (X, &) be a measurable space, and P, I&, 9 E 8, a family of 
probability measures with parameter set 0 c R. Assume that P, has density 
p( ., 9) with respect to some dominating measure, say p. In regular cases 
a(9):=(J((a/as)logp(x, 9))2 P,(dx))p"2 exist. The socalled asymptotic 
minimax theorem, specialized to the loss function 1 - l(_ u, U,, implies the 
following. 
For any sequence of estimators $(“I: X” + [w, n E N, and any u > 0, 
- 
lim lim inf Pny+n~l,Zr{n"21$(")-(9+n~"2t)l <u> 
uTm n-a Irl<o 
< N( -u/49), u/4@), 
where N denotes the standard normal distribution. 
Relation ( 1.1) implies in particular that for any sequence a, 7 cc 
(1.1) 
It does, however, not exclude the possibility that 
lim inf Png+.~l!?,{n"219'"'-((9+n -1'2t)I < u} > N( -u/o(S), u/a(8)) 
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for all a > 0, i.e., that superefficiency holds uniformly on all neighborhoods 
of 9 which are of the order c”~. 
The purpose of this paper is to “quantify” the possible amount of 
superefficiency. We shall show that superefficiency of order O(K”~) is 
impossible on all neighborhoods of 9 which are of the order n ~ ‘j4. 
To formulate this result appropriately, we have to take into account that 
the normal approximation N( - 244 7), u/4 7)) to P: { nl” I$(“’ - 7 1 < u } 
deviates from N( -u/o(S), u/a(9)) by an amount of order 17 - 91, hence by 
an amount of order n -‘12t if 7 = 9 + n -‘I2 t. 
To seize on differences of order n - “’ in an appropriate way, we have, 
therefore, to replace the normal approximation N( -u/a(9), u/a(9)) by 
N(-u/o(9+n~“*t), u/(r($+n-“‘t)). 
Let 
d,(r) :=P;+“-l,2t {n1’219(n) - (9 + n-1’2t)l < u} 
--N(--~4/a(9+n-‘~~t), u/c~(9+n~‘/~t)). (1.3) 
(Since 9 and u remain fixed throughout the following considerations, they 
are omitted in the symbol d,(t).) 
With this notation, relation (1.1) may be rewritten as 
lim lim inf d,(t)<0 
atcc n-cc jrj<n 
(presuming that r~ is continuous at 9). 
Our paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior for n t co of 
inf n112d,( t). 
IfI < cm’/4 
In regular cases, N( -u/u(s), u/u(t)) is certainly an appropriate standard for the asymptotic 
evaluation of P:{ n’/*19(“) - tl < ~1. This follows from the fact that the bound, implicit in the 
interpretation of (Ll), is attained by certain estimator-sequences. The same argument justifies 
the use of N( - u/e(r), u/u(7)) as a reference for an evaluation of P:{niizl@“) - T[ < u} taking 
into consideration also terms of order O(n-‘I*). Is it plausible that no terms of order n-“’ are 
needed for the “standard”? The answer is “yes,” because the n-i/*-term of the Edgeworth- 
approximation to the distributions of estimator-sequences which are maximally concentrated 
up to o(~‘/*) is odd and cancels out in approximations for s.rmmerric intervals: In regular 
cases, N( -U/U(T), U/U(T)) is a bound of order o(n-‘I’) (and not just o(n’)) for the concen- 
tration of estimator-sequences (see [6, p. 35/6] for the parametric case, and [7, Theorem 
9.2.7, p. 2951 for a “nonparametric” version). 
THEOREM. Assume that the family P,, 9 E 8, is regular in the sense 
specified in Section 4 by (ik(v). Assume that there exists a, > 0 and a sub- 
sequence N, c N such that 
lim inf 
n E No 111 Gu&4 
n”*d,(t) > 0. (1.4) 
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Then there exists a, > a, such that 
lim inf 
nEWlo Irl<o,n’/4 
n”*d,(t) < 0. (1.5) 
To obtain another equivalent formulation of the theorem, we provide the 
following lemma which refers to arbitrary sequences of nonincreasing 
functions D,, : R + -+ R. The theorem asserts that property A is fulfilled for 
D,(a) = inf n”‘d,(t). 
III < adi (1.6) 
LEMMA. For any sequence of nonincreasing functions D, : [w + + R, the 
following two properties are equivalent. 
A. For every subsequence N, c N, 
lim D,(ao) > 0 for some a, t5 IR + 
ncNlJ 
implies 
lim D,(a,) < 0 for some a, > a,. 
nsNo 
B. For every subsequence N, c N, 
lim D,,(a) 2 0 for every a E R + 
nermo 
implies 
lim D,(a) = 0 foreveryaElR+. 
PIEN” 
ADDENDUM. A or B imply 
ih D,(a,) < 0 for every sequence a, t 00. (1.7) neWI 
The idea to describe the local properties of superefficient estimator- 
sequences by an as. minimax theorem (of order no) goes back to LeCam 
c31. 
Deviations of higher order in the as. minimax theorem are thoroughly 
investigated in Bickel, Gotze, and van Zwet [ 11. Using Bayes-type 
arguments, these authors arrive at results of order O(n-“‘) and O(n-‘) for 
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symmetric bowl-shaped loss functions. Specialized to the loss function 
l-l (Pu,uj their O(n-‘/*)-result (see [l, Theorem la, p. 7531) leads to 
- 
lim D,(an.‘/*) < 0, 
IIEN 
a result weaker than (1.7). 
A detailed study of second-order differences in the asymptotic minimax 
theorem for estimators of the means of normal distributions is due to Levit 
(see [5] and the references cited there). 
Proof: A implies B. Let N, c N be an arbitrary subsequence. If 
lim nE N0 D,(a) 2 0 for every a E R + , and ii&. N0 D,(a,) > 0 for some 
%E~+, choose a subsequence N 1 c N, such that lim,, N, D,(a,-,) > 0. By A 
there exists a, >a, such that i&,,. N, D,(a,) ~0, in contradiction to 
lim ntNoD,(a)>O for every UER,. 
B implies A. Let N, c N be an arbitrary subsequence. Assume that 
lim nEN,,D,(a,)>O and lim,,.,D,,(a)>O for all ~>a,,, hence for all 
UER,. Choose a subsequence N 1 c N, and a sequence a, 7 cc such that 
lim n E N, D,(u,) 2 0. This implies l&r,, N, D,(u) 2 0 for all u E R + , hence, by 
B, lim,, N1 D,(u) = 0 for all a E R+, in contradiction to lim,, N0 D,(u,,) > 0. 
Proof of the Addendum. If lim,, N D,(u,) > 0 for some sequence a, t co, 
there exists a subsequence N, c N for which lim,. N0 D,(u,) >O. Hence 
lim”, Ng D,(u) > 0 for every a E R + , which is impossible by B. 
The question poses itself whether the theorem can be improved, for 
instance, by showing that (1.5) follows from a weaker version of (1.4), say 
one in which the inlimum over 1 tl < ~,n’/~ is replaced by an infimum over 
ItI <a, n1’4 with a, JO. The following example shows that improvements of 
this kind are impossible, in general: The order n -‘I4 is a sort of threshold 
for the region of superefficiency of order n - l/*. 
EXAMPLE. For the location parameter family of normal distributions, 
{NO* 1,: 9 E R}, the following holds true: 
(a) For every a > 0 there exists an estimator-sequence such that 
lim inf n’/*d,(t)>O. 
nsiw 14<un”4 
(b) For every sequence a, 10 there exists an estimator-sequence such 
that 
lim inf 
n E N 111 4 ““A4 
n’/*d,(t) > 0 
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and 
lim inf nli2 d,(t) B 0. 
ntNrER 
Remark. The theorem is stated for one-parameter families to keep the 
regularity conditions transparent. It holds, in fact, for an arbitrary family 
9, and any twice differentiable functional K: B + R. A precise statement for 
this general case requires, however, an unrestricted use of concepts like 
tangent space, canonical gradient, etc. To obtain a proof of the general 
version replace s -+ Pg +s by a twice differentiable path s + P, and let 
d,(t) := P;~,,*,{n”2[ Kc”) - K(P,-1,~ ,)I < U} 
- N( -u/6(P,& ,), U/O(P”&2 ,)), 
with o(P) = (j K*(x, P)* P(dx))“‘. 
The proof goes through with Qn,k = P;-liz fn,lr, where t, k is defined induc- 
tively by tn,k+, = tn,k + 2~/0(Q~,~)’ + ~‘/~r, k, with rn,k chosen such that 
~(Q,,k+,,-~(Q,,k)>2un-"~. 
Instead of Lemma 1 use [7, relation (4.5.6), Theorem 6.6.3, pp. 194-195, 
in particular (6.6.4) and (6.6.5)], instead of Lemma 2 use [7, relation 
(4.5.6), p. 125. See also 9.2.l(ii), pp. 291-292.1. 
The literature now has plenty of nonparametric minimax theorems of 
order no. The idea of such nonparametric versions goes back to Levit [4] 
(who takes suprema over non-shrinking neighborhoods of P). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout the proof, rn, n E N, denotes a generic null-sequence, and n, 
a generic element of N, with “n > n*” indicating that a certain statement 
holds for all sufficiently large n E N. 
(i) We use the following notations: 
9 n.k := 9 + 2ukn - ‘j2, 
u n.k :=u/"(gn,k) 
Q n,k := p” 9&k 
Lx Lk :=Q,.k{n1’2($(n)-9,.k)~ -u} 
ct,fk := Qn,k{n”2(@“’ - &,k) > u}. 
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(ii) If the assertion is wrong, we have 
lim D,(a,) > 0, and ii-ii D,(a) > 0 for every a > 0. 
?lENO PIGNO 
W.1.o.g. we assume D,(a,) > A > 0 for n E N,. Moreover, there exists a 
sequence a, t 00, n E N, such that lim,, rmo D,(u,) B 0. We may assume that 
the convergence of a,, n E N, to infinity is sufficiently slow SO that 
lim neivo&In -iI4 = 0. Hence we obtain the following relations: 
(a) There exists a sequence c,t co, no N, with lim,, No c, c”~=O 
such that for all integers k E [0, ~,,n’/~] and n E N, 
Q,,,(n1’219’fl’-$n,kl<U}~N(-Un.k,Un,k)+n-1’2r,; (2.1) 
equivalently 
a ,,+a,t,~2~(-u,.,)+n-“‘r,. (2.1’) 
(b) There exists c0 > 0 such that for all integers k E [O, c0n1/4] and 
nEN, 
Q,.,{n1”19”%!&( <u)&+‘(-u,,~, u,,J+~-“~A; (2.2) 
equivalently 
a n;k + azk < 20( -u,, k) - n ~ “‘A. (2.2’) 
In the following we replace the somewhat clumsy expression “for all 
integers k E [0, m,]” by “for k d m, .” 
Notice that aLk E (0, 1). This can be seen as follows: a+ = 
Qn,k(n”2($(“)-9,,k)~~}=0, implies Q..*+l{~“2(9’“‘-$~,~)~~t=;;:*By 
definition of Qn,k we have 
{n”2(9’“‘-9,,,)&.4} = {n”2(9’“‘-9”,k+,)~ -u}; (2.3) 
hence anTk + , = 1, in contradiction to (2.1’). 
From (2.2’), applied for k= 0, we obtain that at least one of the 
following inequalities holds for infinitely many n E N,: 
a ,. < @( - u,, ,,) - n - 1’2 A/2, (2.4’) 
a:,, d @( - u,,~) - n-‘12A/2. (2.4”) 
W.1.o.g. we may assume that this is the case with (2.4”). 
Let N, c RJ,, denote the infinite subsequence for which (2.4”) holds true. 
For k < c,n”4, n E kJ,, we define numbers q,,, k by 
(2.5) 
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From (2.4”) we have for n E N, 
@(-%,0- VI, 0) < @( -u,, 0) - n - “* A/2. 
Hence there exists A, > 0 such that 
r/n,O> A,n- “’ for HEN,. (2.6) 
(iii) Considering {,‘/2(9,n, - Qn,k) > 24 } as a critical region for testing 
the hypothesis Qn,k at level c(:~ against the alternative Qn,, + , we obtain 
from Lemma 1 and relation (2.5) for k < c, nli4, n E N , , 
Q “, k + , { n”2(9’“’ - 9,. k) b 24) 
~~(Q,-*(a,:,)+2u,,,+n-“2fU,,k~3(~,,k) 
’ [2un,k(3a(‘%. k) + @$,t, k)) - @+b,tlk) b(s, k)]) + n-1’2 rn 
= @(%. k + n--l’2u:Tk a;,k(2a(9,, k) + b(9,, k)) 
-t/&l-n-“‘+,,, a3(‘%, k) b(9n, k)) + n 1’2rn. (2.7) 
By a Taylor expansion of s + O( 6 + n - ‘j23) up to o(n -,/2) which holds 
uniformly for 6 and s varying in bounded sets, we obtain that 
g(g,,k+l)pl =~(~,~,)-1+n~1’2~~(~,,)[2~(~,,k)+b(~,,k)]+n-1’2r,, 
for k6c,,nli2 and nEN,;hence 
U,.k+l=U,,k$n~“2U~,k d%, k)3[2a(%. k) + b(%, k)] + n- 1’2rn. (2.8) 
For k< ~,,rr’~~ we have I$,,,-$) ~2uc,n~“~= o(n’). Since ts and b are 
continuous at 9, B,,k := iu,,, ko3(9,,, k) b($,,,) is uniformly bounded for 
k<c,n1/4, nrzN,. 
From (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain for k < c,n,j4, n E N,, 
Q n,k+l(n1’2(9’n’-9,,k)~U} 
d @(u,,k+, - r],,k( 1 -n-“2 B,, k)) + n-“‘r,. (2.9) 
From (2.3) and (2.9) we obtain 
Q n.k+l{n”2(9’“‘-9”,k+l)~ -u) 
~~(U,,k+1-qn,k(l-n-“2B,,k))+n-1’2r,, 
whence 
@(-u,,k+~+v~,~(l -n-l’* B,,,,))~cc;,+, +~“~r,. (2.10) 
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Relations (2.1’) and (2.2’), applied with k replaced by k+ 1 read as 
follows: For k 6 c, TZ~‘~, n E N, , 
a;k+l+u;k+l ~2CP(-u,,k+1)+n-“2r,. (2.11) 
Uniformly for k < co n’14, n E No, 
a n,k+,+C1,slk+162~(-Un.k+1)-n-1’2A. (2.12) 




From (2.11 j(2.13) we obtain for k<~~n’/~, TZEN,, 
@(-“n,k+1+Y]n,k(1-n-“2B,,k))+@(-&,k+dn.k+1) 
d2@(-u,,,+,)-n-1’2A 1C0,ron,,~l(k)+n-1’2r,. (2.14) 
The proof will be concluded by showing that (2.14) is contradictory. To 




Hence {tj,,k:kdc,$114, n E fV 1 } is bounded, and positive because of (2.6). 
(iv) Let ~1~ := u/o(S). In this section we shall prove the existence of 
n, E N such that 
3 
qn,kd-u0 2 
for k<2n114, n~N,,n>n,. (2.16) 
Assume that, on the contrary, there exists an infinite subsequence 
N 2 c N 1 and, for each n E hl,, an integer k, 6 (c,,/2) n1’4 such that 
qn. kn ’ 3 UO, nEN,. (2.17) 
Let 
c(u) := (2 - 2@( -u) - @(2u))/(p(O). 
Notice that c(u)>0 for v >O. 
(2.18) 
683/27/2-i 
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W.1.o.g. we may assume that the elements of N, are large enough so that 
the following relations hold for n E N,, k < (c,/2) n”4: 
lu,.k - uo I < 4,/f3 (2.19’) 
C(U”, k) ’ 3c(uo)/4 (2.19”) 
b:>,$, (2.19”‘) 
whereb,:=l-n-l/‘& with B:=sup(B,k:k~(c,/2)n”4, nEN,}. 
Let k, d (c,/2) n *‘4, n E N 2, be a sequence fulfilling (2.17). We shall show 
that for n E N2. v < (42) nli4, 
?n. kn + Y  / > (V,, k. + VA) bi, with A = c( u,)/2. (2.20) 
From (2.14) we obtain for k < c, n1/4, n E N,, 
@(-%k+I +~n,kb,)+d)(-u,,k+,-?n,k+1) 
d2~(-u,.k+,)+n-L’2r,. (2.21) 
Relation (2.20) is trivial for v = 0. Assume now that (2.20) is true for 
v - 1. From (2.21), applied for k = k,, + v - 1 we obtain 
1-~(Un,k.+v+~n.k,+v)+~(-Un,k.+v+~n,k,+v-lbbn) 
d2~(-u,*,k,+v)+n~-“2r,. (2.22) 
If (2.20) holds true with v replaced by v - 1, we obtain from (2.17), 
(2.19”), and (2.19”‘) 
~rr,k,+r-lbn>/~n,k,b~~~Uo>Un,k,+v. 
Let A,.. be defined by 
? n,k,+v=qn,kn+v--1 b,+A,,v. 






+ co(O) A,., 1 (0, oo@n, .I + n - “‘rn 
~<(2U,,k.+“)-t+~(0)d.,, 1(0,00)(dn.v)+n-1/2r,. 
For the last inequality, use q,,k,+ “-, b, > u,,~,+,, (see (2.23)). 
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Using (2.18) and (2.19”) we obtain for n an, 
A,, lcO, m)(A,,,)~c(u,,k,+v)-n-1’2 r,ldO) 
3 c( u,)/2 = A > 0. 
This implies A,,, y Z A for n > n,. 
From (2.24) and (2.20) with v replaced by v - 1 we obtain 
This concludes the proof of (2.20). 
Let I;, := [(cJ2) n’14 J. From (2.20) applied with v = I?~;,, and (2.19”‘) we 
obtain for n E N, 
? ,,k,+/$k;,Ab$>;Ak,; 
i.e., the sequence )I,,. k, + 4, n E 194 2, tends to infinity. Since k, + 15~ < c, n’14, 
this contradicts (2.21). This concludes the proof of (2.16). 
(v) From (2.16) we obtain the existence of n, E N such that 
3 
~n.k~-UO<2un k 2 ’ 
for k<?n’l’, nefVl,n>n,. 




a@(-%+k+l)--I?n,k+l dUn,k+l)+)jl:,k+lA* (2.25”) 
Together with (2.14) this implies for k < (c,/2) n’14, n E N,, n 2 n,, 
(‘hbn-4n.k+1)dUn, k+,)+(~~,kb~+~~,k+l)d 
< -npl/*Al CO,ronwl(k) +n-I’* r,, . (2.26) 
With O<c<cp(u,,,+,)for nE~,,nBn,,k~(c,/2)n”4, we obtain 
(qn,k bn - qn,k+ 1) + (?:kb;5 + ]li,k+ 1) A/c 
A < -n-‘/*- 1 114 (k) + n-“2 r,. c co. con 1 
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With Lk := v,,~ Aft, A, := AA/2c2 we obtain for k < (c,/2) n114, n E N,, 
n>n,, 
(tn./A - tn, k+ I )+(t;;.kb~+~~,k+,) 
d -n - 1’2 2A1 1 rO, Conu4,(k) + n - “*rn. (2.27) 
(vi) Relation (2.27) implies in particular for k < co n’14, n E N 1, n > n,, 
5 n,k+I~5,,k6,+n-1’2A,. (2.28) 
We shall show that for k<c,n1’4,n~Nl,n>n,, 
5 
1 -bk 
n. k > n ~ ‘I2 A , 2 
l-b, 
(2.29) 
For k = 0 we have c,,O>O (since fln,o > 0 by (2.6)), hence (2.29) is 
trivially true. Relation (2.29) now follows from (2.28) by induction. 
3) 
With k, := [~,n’/~] we obtain 
l-b>=l-(l-n- ‘/2B)k.~1-(1-t,-1’2Bk,) 
> LBc n ~ “4. 
‘2 0 (2.31 
Therefore, (2.29), applied for k = k,, yields for n E N 1, n >/ n,, 
r n,k,>A2n-1’4 with A,>O. (2.3 
Let now 
1) 
w “, v 
:= 4 n.k,+v. (2.32) 
From (2.27), applied for k = k, + v, we obtain for v < (c,/3) n1j4, 
nEN,,n>n,, 
wn,ub,-w,,,+1+w~,,b,2+w~,,+1~n-1~2~,,. (2.33) 
We write FE rather than rn, because from now on r,,, n E N, is a fixed 




o<w,,.,; for v<$H’!~, nEN,,n>n,. (2.35) 
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The first inequality follows immediately from (2.33) and (2.34). To 
establish the second inequality, observe that (2.33) is equivalent to 
(%l, Y b,+;)2+(u,,,+*-;)2<;+n-“2Fn. 
Therefore, 
from which the second inequality follows easily. 
(vii) The proof will be concluded by showing that (2.33) and (2.35) 
are contradictory. For this purpose we derive from (2.33) the following 
weaker inequality. For v < (c,/3) n1j4, n E N , , n B n,, 
u,,,,b,<w,,,,+ru:,,+, +n-‘j2r,. (2.36) 
Let 
m, := [2/w, o] - 4. (2.37) 
By this choice of m, we achieve that 
1 -~m,un,032~,o, (2.37’) 
a relation needed later on. Because of (2.34), we have m, < (~,/3)n’/~ for 
nENl, n>n*, so that (2.36) holds, in particular, for all v <m,,. 
Let 
a n,” :=u n,ob;(l -fv~n,o)-~. (2.38) 
For later use we remark that 
a, n ,<t for v<m, (2.39’) 
a ll.ln” ’ $ for n>n,. (2.39”) 
(For (2.39”) observe that b? + 1, so that an,m, > o,,~ a( 1 - $m,o,,o)-‘.) 
We shall show that v 6 m,, n E N , , n 3 n,, implies 
an,v-l b,~a,,,-a~,.+n-“2r,. (2.40) 
An elementary computation shows that (2.40) is equivalent to 
(2.41) 
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Since 1 - f VO,, 0 > 0 for v d m,, relation (2.41) follows from 
(2.42) 
For v <m, we have b; > a and 1 1 - (v/2) w,,, 0I < 1 by (2.34) and (2.37’). 
Together with (2.34) this implies that the left-hand side of (2.42) is smaller 
than 
t--++--1/*r,(~,~-1/4)-2~= -f+f,;~,+o for n>n,. 
This concludes the proof of (2.40). 
(viii) Now we shall show that 
0. .’ n “>a,, for v<m,,neN,,n~n,. (2.43) 
For v = 0 this follows immediately from (2.38). Assume now that (2.43) is 
true for v - 1. From (2.33) (2.40), and the inductive assumption, we obtain 
w  n. ,’ -wt vbw,,,,p, 6,--n- ‘12f n 
>a,,,b,-n-‘/2?,ban ,.-a:,. (2.44) 
From (2.35) and (2.39’) we have w,, y < 4 and a,, y < 1. Since v -+ u - v2 is 
increasing for v E [0, $1, relation (2.44) implies w,, ,, 3 a,,, “. This concludes 
the proof of (2.43). 
From (2.43) and (2.35) we obtain a,, ,, d $ for v <m,, n E N 1, n 2 n,, 
which contradicts (2.39”). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ESTIMATOR-SEQUENCE 
(i) To prepare the construction, let g be an arbitrary odd and 
increasing function with the following properties: lgl < 1, g’ is nonincreas- 
ing on [0, co), and 0 <g’ < f. Then the following relations hold for v, w  E R 
and EE [0, 11: 
w<v+&g(u)-2 implies w  - cg( w  ) < v (3.1) 
v +&g(u) + E2 < w implies v < w  - sg( w). (3.2) 
We prove (3.1). Since w  -+ w  - &g(w) is increasing, w  < v + &g(v) - E2 
implies w-&g(w) < (v +&g(u) - g2) - sg(v +&g(v) - E*) Gu, since 
g(v)-g(u+Eg(V)-&2)<&. 
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(If v 20, this is trivial. If v ~0 we have v + &g(v) -sz < v, hence 
g(v)-g(v+&g(V)--*)<g’(V)(&lg(V)I +&2)<E.) 
From (3.1), applied with w  = t +y, v = t + U, and (3.2), applied with 
w=t+y,v=t-u, we obtain for arbitrary teR, u>O, sE[O, 11, 
(-u++g(t-z4)+&*, u+&g(t+U)-&2)C {ydk Iy-&g(y+ t)l <u}. (3.3) 
For U, A E R, 
I@(u + A) - Q(u) - Aq$u)j < A2/4. 
Hence we obtain from (3.3) for arbitrary t E IF!, u > 0, E E [0, 11, 
ww~: IY-&g(Y+t)l<4 
~N(-u,u)+&cp(u)[g(t+u)-g(t-u)]-3&*. (3.4) 
(ii) For c1>0 let 
g,(v) := vl(a + I4 L VER. 
Observe that g, fulfills the assumptions imposed in (i) on g, provided M: 2 2. 
We shall show that ~12 u implies 
inf{g,(t+U)--@(t-u): ItI dcr}>u/2a. (3.5) 




If tE [0, u], we have 
Hence 
g,(t+u)-g,(t-u)=g,(t+u)+g,(u-t) 
2ua + 2(d - 2) 2ua u 
=(a+t+u)(a+u-t)~(a+U)2~ 
g,(t+u)-g,(t--)>u/201 for t E [0, a]. 
Since g,( - t + U) - g,( - t - U) = g,( t + U) - g,( t - u), the same inequality 
holds for t E [-a, 01. 
Inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) together imply for EE [O, 11, c( amax(u, 2}, 
,~nfz(N{yEIW:lL.--gl(y+l)l<u}-N(-u,U)) 
> ucp( 24) &/2U - 3E2. (3.6) 
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(iii) Given sequences E, 10 and X, 7 03, we define the estimators ,9(n) 
by 
” 
W)(xl, . . . . x,) = X, - n ~ 1’2 .5ngln(n”2 X,) with X,=nP1~xV. (3.7) 
Let N, denote the normal distribution with mean t and variance 1. (As 
above, we write N for N,,.) Since the distribution of n”‘ff,, under N;-,il, is 
N,, we obtain 
N~~,,2t{n”2($‘“‘-nn”2 tl<u}=N{ydR: Iy-E,gJy+t)l<u). (3.8) 
With 
d,(t) := N~-1,21{n1’2(9’“‘-n~1’2tI <u) -N(-u, u), 
we obtain from (3.6) and (3.8) 
inf n”*d,(t) >, q(u) n1/2c,/2cl, - 3n”’ E:. 
Ifl GE” 
(3.9) 
(iv) Given Q > 0, we choose E, = (ucp(u)/8a) n -‘j4 and a, = unli4. (3.9) 
implies for all n E N 
inf 
111 < on’~4 
nl/*An(t) >, u2q(U)2/64a2 > 0. 
This proves part (a) of the example. 
(v) Given a sequence ~“10, let a,:=max(a,,(2+~)n-“~) and 
E,=iij,np”4, u,=ii,n ri4. (3.9) implies for all sufficiently large n E N, 
inf n’j2 d,(t) > inf n1’2 d,(t) 
111 < .“?a4 111 <li,ra4 
2 ucp( u)/2 - 3a; > 0. 
Since g, is increasing, we obtain from (3.4) and (3.8) 
inf nl’* d,(t) > inf (nl’* E,$‘J(~&Ln(t + u) -g,,(t - u)l - W* E%) rclW tcW 
>/ -3n’hfj = - 322 = o(n”). 
This proves part (b) of the example. 
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4. LEMMAS 
In the proof of the theorem, we need an asymptotic expansion of order 
o(n-I’*) for a power function. Such an expansion holds true under 
appropriate regularity conditions on the densities p( ., 9), 9 E 8. Various 
sets of sufficient conditions are available. The result of GGtze [3, Theorem 
1.4, p. 2621 seems particularly useful for our purpose because it asserts the 
validity of this expansion without a Cramer-type condition. Strictly 
speaking, we need slightly more than Giitze’s theorem asserts, namely 
uniformity over 9 in bounded sets. Lemma 1 below is the specialization of 
such a uniform version to families with one real parameter. 
Let Z(x, 9) :=logp(x, 8). Let Z”“(x, 9) denote the partial derivative of 
9 + Z(x, 9) of order k. 
Regularity Conditions 
(i) The probability measures P,, 8 E 8, are mutually absolutely 
continuous. 
(ii) The functions I@)(., a), k = 1, 2, are not linearly dependent p-a.e. 
(iii) s Z”‘(x, 9) P,(dx) = 0, s (Z(‘)(x, a)* + Z(*‘(x, 9)) P,(dx) = 0, 
s (Z”‘(x, 9)3 + 319x, 9) 1(*)(x, 9) + Zc3’(x, 9)) P,(dx) = 0. 
(iv) For every 9 E 0 there exists an open neighborhood Ug of 8 such 
that 
sup f Z”‘(X, 9)4 P,(dx) < co for 6EU8 
k = 1, 2, 3. 
(v) Zc3’ fulfills a local Lipschitz condition: For every 9 E 8 there exists 
an open neighborhood U, of 9 and a function m( -, 9): X+ R with 
supas U8 J m(x, 9)4 P,(dx) < cc such that for all 8, 8” E U,, 
lz’yx, 8’) - ZC3’(x, &‘)I 6 16’ - PI m(x,9). 
Let 
a(9) :=I Z(“(x, 9) Z’*‘(x, 9) P,(dx) (4.4) 
b(9) := j Z”‘(x, 9)3 P,(dx). 
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LEMMA 1. Assume regularity conditions (i)-(v). -Given a sequence of 
criticalfunctions (P,,, n E N, let IX,,(~) := j q,(x) P’j(dx). Assume there exists a 
neighborhood US of 9 such that {c1,(6): 6 E Ug, n E N } is bounded away from 
0 and 1. Then uniformly for 6 E U, , t E R, 
< @(@p’(a,(6)) + ta(~?~’ +n-‘I* & ta(6)[t(3a(6) + b(6)) 
-@‘(a,(6)) a(6) b(6)]) + o(np1’2). 
LEMMA 2. Given 0 < u’ < u” and 0 < v’ there exists A > 0 such that 
O(-u+v)>@(-u)+vcp(u)+v2A 
for -v’<v<2u,u’du<u”. 
Proof Let Y(u, v) := @( -u + v) - @( -u) - q(u). We have 






Since Y(u, 0) = 0 for UE R, we have Y(u, v) > 0 for v d 21.4, v #O. The 
function 
is continuous on w := {(u, v) E R2: - v’ Q v < 2u, u’ < u < u” > and positive. 
Hence A := inf(w(u, v): (u, v) E W} > 0. 
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